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Abstract. This paper aims to tackle some of the basic (a-)symmetries of
presupposition projection in a pragmatic, bivalent, and parsing-oriented
framework. The main data point that we are trying to capture is that
projection from the first conjunct of a conjunction is asymmetric, while
projection from the first disjunct of a disjunction can be symmetric. We
argue that a solution where there are effectively two filtering mechanisms,
one symmetric and one asymmetric, [7], is not tenable given recent ex-
periment evidence, [6, 3]. Instead, we propose a bivalent system, where
at each point during the parse of a sentence S, the parser is trying to
compute the sets of worlds in the context where the truth value of S
has already been determined. This computation plays out differently in
the case of conjunction vs the case of disjunction, and coupled with ap-
propriate definitions of the parsing process and of what it means for a
presupposition to project in the current system, it leads to asymmetric
conjunction, but symmetric disjucntion.

Keywords: Presupposition Projection · Parsing (A-)symmetries · Con-
nectives.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the projection problem for presuppositions. Certain
lexical items impose conditions (presuppositions) on the context in which they
are uttered:

(1) a. Context: We do not know whether or not John used to have research
interests in Tolkien.

b. #John continues having research interests in Tolkien.

‘Continue having research interests in Tolkien’ presupposes ‘used to have research
interests in Tolkien’, hence infelicity arises when (1-b) is uttered in a (global)
context that does not entail this presupposition.

The projection problem enters the stage when presuppositions are embedded
under various operators:
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(2) Projection Problem: How are the presuppositions of a complex sen-
tence derived from the presuppositions of its parts?

To see the motivation for the problem consider the following sentences:

(3) a. Context: We do not know whether or not John used to have research
interests in Tolkien.

b. #John continues having research interests in Tolkien and he used to
have interests in Tolkien’s fantasy writing.

c. John used to have research interests in Tolkien’s fantasy writings and
he continues having research interests in Tolkien.

Example (3-b) is felt to carry the presupposition that ‘John used to have research
interests in Tolkien’; in this case we say that the presupposition projects. Hence,
when (3-b) is uttered in a context where we have ignorance about whether or
not John used to have such research interests, infelicity arises.

On the other hand, the conjunction in (3-c) is not felt to carry the presup-
position that John used to have research interests in Tolkien. In this case we say
that the presupposition is filtered (in the terminology of Karttunen, [4]). The
only difference between (3-b) and (3-c) is the order of the conjuncts: in (3-b)
the presupposition-bearing conjunct comes first (see also [6] on experiments that
confirm this difference for conjunction).

Thus, conjunction represents a case where the filtering of presuppositions is
asymmetric. An intuitive explanation for this is that the the first conjunct in
(3-c) is evaluated first ([9]), just by virtue of the fact that one encounters it first
as the sentence unfolds in time. Thus the information carried by it is integrated
in the context before the second conjunct is evaluated. In this way, the second
conjunct is evaluated against a context that entails its presupposition. That’s
why no projection arises.

Conversely, in (3-b) the first conjunct is evaluated in a context which does not
entail the presupposition that John used to have research interests in Tolkien.
That information only comes later, in the second conjunct, and is not in principle
accessible for the evaluation of the first conjunct.

While conjunction behaves asymmetrically, this is not universally true across
connectives. A famous example is disjunction. Presuppositions in the second
disjunct of a disjunction are filtered if the negation of the first disjunct entails
the presupposition, [4]:

(4) Either John never had research interests in Tolkien or he continues to
have such research interests.

However, reversing the disjuncts does not change the filtering pattern (Par-
tee’s ‘bathroom sentences’):

(5) Either John continues to have research interests in Tolkien or he never
had such interests.
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Neither (4) nor (5) are felt to presuppose that John used to have research
interests in Tolkien. This raises the question of how to best model these (a-
)symmetries in projection: projection from conjunction would appear to imply
that the mechanism determining projection/filtering is fundamentally asymmet-
ric, with the asymmetry perhaps rooted in the left-to-right incrementality in-
herent in the way we parse a sentence as it unfolds in time. Disjunction though
appears to provide an argument for a symmetric filtering mechanism.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews [7]’s
theory of local contexts, which aims to tackle the problem in parsing-oriented
framework, by having two filtering mechanisms, one symmetric and one asym-
metric. We argue that recent experimental evidence points to the existence of a
single filtering mechanism. Section 3 takes on the task of building such a single
mechanism (dubbed ‘Limited Symmetry’) within the a parsing-oriented bivalent
framework, and shows how it derives asymmetry for conjunction, but symmetry
for disjunction. Section 4 concludes.

2 Schlenker 2009

We give a brief introduction to Sclenker’s approach to the projection problem
[7], as our own solution in section 3 follows the spirit of this approach. Schlenker
provides a reconstruction of Kartunnen’s notion of ‘local context’, [4]. The pre-
supposition of sentence S projects iff it is not entailed by its local
context.

At the core of Schlenker’s proposal is the idea that in determining what counts
as a local context, there’s an underlying strategy of only evaluating presupposi-
tions relative to those possible worlds in which the truth value of the complex
sentence overall is not already determined by other parts of the sentence. How
precisely this plays out will, of course, depend on the truth-functional proper-
ties of the connective in question, which ultimately accounts for differences in
local contexts, e.g., with conjunction involving consideration of information of
another conjunct, whereas disjunction requires consideration of the negation of
another disjunct.

Schlenker assumes a simple language with a classical bivalent semantics. Here,
we focus on the propositional fragment of this language (see section 3.2 for a
statement of this fragment). Following Stalnaker, a context C is modelled as a set
of possible worlds, [9]. The notation C |= p means that the proposition expressed
by p is True in every world in C. Here’s the definition for the asymmetric local
context of an sentence S:

Definition 1 Asymmetric Local Context:1 The asymmetric local contest
of a sentence S in a syntactic environment a b and global context C, is the
strongest proposition r such that for all sentences D and good finals b′, C |=
a(r and D)b′ ↔ a(D)b′

1 This definition focuses on the propositional case and is borrowed from [5]. See [7]
for full definitions generalized to a more expressive language.
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Now consider a conjunction like (p and q), and say we want to calculate
the local context for q in a global context C. Applying the definition, we need
to calculate the strongest proposition r such that for all sentences D and good
finals b′, C |= (p and (r and D)b′ ↔ (p and (D)b′. The only possible good final
here is a left parenthesis, ). One proposition that does the job is the proposition
expressed by p: C |= (p and (p and D)b′ ↔ (p and (D)b′, since conjoining the
first conjunct to the second conjunct is not going to change the truth conditions
of the conjunction. To show that p is the strongest proposition that we could
conjoin here, suppose that there is a proposition r that excludes a C-world w′

that satisfies p, i.e. r is False in w′. Suppose also that D is true in w′. In this
case, (p and D) is True in w′, but (p and (r and D)) is False; so it does not hold
that C |= (p and D) ↔ (p and (r and D)). Therefore, the local context for a
second conjunct is the first conjunct.

Applying similar reasoning, we can calculate the local context for the second
disjunct q of a disjunction (p or q): C |= (p or (D)b′ ↔ (p or ((not p) and D)b′2.
(not p) is the strongest proposition we could conjoin here: suppose we also conjoin
r such that there is a C-world w, where r is False, p is False, but D is True
(again the only possible good-final here is the left parenthesis, ) ). In this world,
(p or ((not p) and D) is True but (p or ((not p) and r and D) is not. So, the local
context of a second disjunct is the negation of the first disjunct, thus correctly
predicting filtering in cases like (5).

So far, this system predicts correct filtering conditions for presuppositions in
the second conjunct/disjunct. However, it predicts the same filtering conditions
for presuppositions in the first conjunct/disjunct, as in both cases the asym-
metric local context is the global context. The reason for this is that in both
cases we are calculating the strongest r that can be conjoined to a first con-
junct/disjunct D such that C |= ((D)b′ ↔ ((r and D)b′, for all possible food
finals b′. It does not matter what the connective is, as the connective essentially
‘hides’ in b′, which quantifies over all possible good finals. Therefore, the only
possible restriction of the first conjunct/disjunct is r = C (which is no restriction
contextually). If we try to conjoin something stronger than C, then we get into
trouble: consider a proposition r which is False in some C-world w, while D is
True in w and b′ = and t, where t is a tautology. Then (r and D and t) is False
in w, but (D and t) is True in w, so the equivalence between them fails. Thus, a
presupposition in the first conjunct/disjunct projects iff it is not entailed by C.

The result about first disjuncts/conjuncts seems to be contradicted by cases
like (5), where the second disjunct is apparently filtering the presupposition of
the first disjunct. To account for this, [7] proposes a symmetric definition of local
contexts:

Definition 2 Symmetric Local Context: The symmetric local context of a
sentence S in a syntactic environment a b and global context C is the strongest
proposition r such that for all sentences D, C |= a(r and D)b↔ a(D)b.

2 (p ∨ q) ↔ (p ∨ ((¬p) ∧ q)) is a tautology.
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Now we are no longer quantifying over all possible good finals, but rather
allow access to the actual sentence completion b. This allows the actual contin-
uation of the first disjunct (namely, or q))to be taken into account. Applying
similar reasoning as in the case of the asymmetric local context of a second dis-
junct, the symmetric local context of a first disjunct is (not q), which is what we
need here. This definition also predicts a symmetric local context for a first con-
junct, namely the second conjunct, which predicts cases of symmetric filtering
in conjunction. To account for the fact that symmetric filtering in conjunction
seems much rarer, [7] posits that asymmetric local contexts are the default (it
is in this sense that the system is parsing-oriented), while accessing symmetric
contexts involves overriding this default and hence carries a processing cost.

Nevertheless, recent experimental evidence casts doubt on this claim. [6] show
that it is not possible to prevent a presupposition projecting from the first con-
junct, even in situations where the only way to prevent infelicity would be to
access a symmetric mechanism. Moreover, the idea that symmetric filtering is
costly makes a prediction that disjunctions like (4) where the presupposition
is in the second disjunct are more felicitous than disjunction like (5), where
the presupposition is in the first disjunct. [3] tested this prediction by adapting
the Mandelkern et al design to disjunctions: the results showed no asymmetry
between the two types of disjunction; both were equally felicitous. Therefore, it
seems preferable to derive the projection (a-)symmetries via a single mechanism.

3 Limited Symmetry

3.1 Informal Idea

We develop a parsing-oriented system, which we dub ‘Limited Symmetry’, in-
spired by Schlenker’s approach, but where the asymmetry of conjunction and
the symmetry of disjunction follow from a single mechanism. We start with an
informal version of the system; the formal definitions and main results are in
sections 3.2, 3.3.

Part of the reason that the asymmetric definition of local contexts could not
differentiate between the first conjunct vs the first disjunct was that one does
does not have access to the connective when calculating those local contexts,
as the connective comes after the first conjunct/disjunct. However we define
presupposition projection, if we are to differentiate (in a parsing-oriented system)
between the projection behaviour of first conjunct and the first disjunct in terms
of the truth-conditional differences, we need our projection algorithm to be able
to have access to the (p and, (p or substrings of a conjunction and a disjunction
(i.e., access to the connectives).

To do this we will assume that a conjunction like (p and q) is parsed as
[(, (p, (p and, (p and q, (p and q)], whereas a disjunction of the form (p or q) is
parsed as [(, (p, (p or, (p or q, (p or q)]. Each entry in these lists represents a
parsing step for the given sentence. Here is now the core intuition: at each parsing
step, the parser is attempting to calculate all the sets worlds where the truth
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value of the whole sentence is already determined (as either True or False) for all
possible sentence completions (good finals). The aim is to update, i.e. to get rid of
the worlds in the global context C where the sentence is False as fast as possible,
while keeping the worlds where it is True. At each parsing step, the set of worlds
where the sentence is already False is removed from the global context C and the
update process restarts with C ′ = C−{w| the sentence is already False in w}
as the new global context.

If we are at a parsing step where the bit of the sentence we are parsing
carries a presupposition, and if we can calculate either a set of worlds where
the sentence is already True or a set of worlds where the sentence is already
False at that parsing step, we ask the following question: Is it the case that all
the worlds where the version of sentence with the presupposition ([+presup]) is
already True/False are also worlds where the version of the sentence without the
presupposition ([-presup]) is also already True/False? If yes, then carry on with
the updating. If, not then exit the update process (the presupposition projects).

If we think of the [-presup] sentence as consisting of merely the assertion
part, then according to the above way of defining projection, a presupposition
will project at a certain parsing step iff it fixes the truth value of the sentence
in worlds where the assertion part of the sentence does not fix the truth value.
The intuition is that projection happens when a presupposition (and not the
assertion) is ‘active’ in determining the truth value at a particular world w.3

Here’s how this system breaks the symmetry between conjunction and dis-
junction: in a conjunction (p and q), at parsing step (p and, we already know
that the sentence is False in all C-worlds where p is False. Therefore, it is at
this point that the projection requirement has a chance to create trouble; if p
presupposes r′ and asserts r, and p is equivalent to the conjunction of r′ and
r, then {w|p(w) = 0} = {w|r′(w) = 0 or r(w) = 0} (recall that our framework
is bivalent). This is not necessarily contextually a subset of {w|r(w) = 0} (the
set of worlds that are mapped to False on the basis of the assertion solely). So,
the presupposition will project under appropriate circumstances (see section 3.3).
Conversely, given a disjunction (p or q), at parsing step (p or, we can only deter-
mine a set of worlds where the disjunction is True for all possible continuations,
namely all the worlds where p is True. If p is as above, then the worlds where
the whole sentence is True are {w| r′(w) = 1 and r(w) = 1}, which is a subset of
{w| r(w) = 1} (the corresponding set if we only consider the assertive part of p).
This already shows that conjunction and disjunction have different points where
the projection requirement can create trouble (see section 3.3 for how exactly
symmetry comes about). We now turn to formalizing ‘Limited Symmetry’.

3 There are similarities here with the Strong Kleene algorithm, [2], where projection
(i.e., the third truth value) results when the other sentences of a larger sentence are
not enough for determining the truth value, given the semantics of the connective.
However, this intuition is implemented here in a bivalent framework and in a way
that does not require considering what follows (or could follow) the presupposition-
bearing sentence, but applies to internal meaning components of the sentence that
is being parsed, namely its presupposition and its assertion.
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3.2 Formalization

We restrict ourselves to a propositional language L (inspired by [7]):

(6) a. Propositions := pi | p′jpk (subscripts are natural numbers)
b. Formulas φ := (not φ) | (φ and φ) | (φ or φ) | (if φ. φ)

In p′jpk, p′i is meant to be understood as the presupposed content and pk as the
asserted content. Below, we will omit subscripts and will be using lower case
letters to name propositions (p, q, r, . . . etc.)

The intended models of this language are pairs 〈W,F 〉, where W is a set
of worlds, and F is a function assigning to each propositional constant of L a
set of worlds. Our semantics is bivalent and follows the standard truth tables.
Presupposition-bearing sentences are treated as conjunctions:

Definition 3: Satisfaction

– w |= p iff w ∈ F (p)
– w |= p′p iff w ∈ F (p′) and w ∈ F (p)
– w |= (not φ) iff w 6|= φ
– w |= (φ and ψ) iff w |= φ and w |= ψ
– w |= (φ or ψ) iff w |= φ or w |= ψ
– w |= (if φ. ψ) iff w 6|= φ or w |= ψ

We follow [7] in taking a sentence S to be evaluated against a context C (the
global context), where C is a set of worlds (intuitively, the set of worlds that
are live options in the current conversation). Recall that we want access to the
parsing steps of a sentence S, which we represent as a sequence of substrings
of S. We define this list in three steps. First we define the notion of an atomic
parsing unit :

Definition 4: Atomic Parsing Unit The atomic parsing units are:

– The left and right parentheses: (, )
– The connectives: and, or, not
– The symbol: if
– The dot: .

We will look at a sentence S as a sequence of atomic parsing units. The
length of S (length(S)) will be the number of atomic parsing units in S. We
then define the Parse of a sentence S:

Definition 5: Parse The Parse of a sentence S, written as P (S), is a list
[α1, . . . , αn], 1 ≤ n ≤ length(S), such that each ai is the ith atomic parsing unit
of S.

For instance, for S = (p′p or q), P (S) will be [(, p′p, or, q, )]. We will use the
notation L[i] to refer to the ith element of a list L. We now define the parsing
steps of a sentence S:

Definition 6: Parsing Steps The Parsing Steps of a sentence S, written as
PS(S), are a list [α1, . . . , αn] such that:

– PS(S)[1] = P (S)[1]
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– PS(S)[i] = PS(S)[i−1]_P (S)[i], where 1 < i ≤ length(S), and _ indicates
concatenation

Thus, the parsing steps of a sentence S is the list that results by starting from the
first atomic parsing unit of S, and successively concatenating to it the next pars-
ing unit. Thus, for S = (p′p or q), we get PS(S) = [(, (p′p, (p′p or, (p′p or q, (p′p or q)].

At each parsing step of S, we want to be calculating the worlds (in a given
context C) where S is True/False for all possible continuations (good finals). We
will call the set of worlds where S is already True, the Includable Context, while
the set of worlds where the sentence is already False the Excludable Context.

Definition 7: Includable Context The Inculdable Context given a context C
and Parsing Step t, written as IC(C, t), is the set {w| w ∈ C, and for all good finals d,
w |= td}.

Definition 8: Excludable Context The Exculdable Context given a context C
and Parsing Step t, written as EC(C, t), is the set {w| w ∈ C, and for all good finals d,
w 6|= td}.

Projection depends on comparing the version of the sentence with the pre-
supposition to the version of the sentence without the presupposition: We define
an operator, R(S), that removes any primed bits of the sentence (namely the
presupposed bits), leaving only the assertion:4

Definition 9: R(S) Given a sentence S:

– If S has the form p, R(S) = p.

– If S has the form p′p, R(S) = p.

– If S has the form (not α), R(S) = (not R(α)).

– If S has the form (α ∗ β), where ∗ ∈ {and, or}, R(S) = (R(α) ∗ R(β)).

– If S has the form (if α. β), R(S) = (if R(α). R(β)).

4 A reviewer points out that this way of thinking about presuppositions (as repre-
sentationally distinct from assertions) is not necessarily compatible with triggering
algorithms (e.g., [1, 8]), which view presuppositions as entailments of the overall
proposition that are selected by the triggering algorithm and marked as presuppo-
sitions. I think there are two ways to respond to this: 1) One could view the process
I’m describing here as what happens once a presupposition has been triggered, essen-
tially taking triggering for granted and focusing on a representation where what is
to be presupposed has been already marked; in effect this follows [7] in separating
conceptually the triggering problem from the projection problem. 2) The other way
is to try to reformulate the current account so that the notation p′p is no longer un-
derstood as ‘presupposition + assertion’, but rather as a proposition p where one of
its entailments, call it p′, is being treated as a presupposition. Then, projection can
defined based on how the version of p where a presupposition has been triggered, and
the version of p where no presupposition has been triggered differ in their updating
effects. This leads to a subtly different system than the one explored here (although
this system as well preserves the resulting symmetry for disjunction and asymmetry
for conjunction under an appropriate formulation). I plan to further explore this
system in future work, but I focus on the ‘presupposition + assertion’ system here.
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Finally, we can state our update algorithm more precisely:

Definition 10: Update The update of a context C with a sentence S is defined
via the following algorithm:

Update(C, S) :

Set C0 := C

For i ∈ [1, length(PS(S))] :

Set Ci := Ci−1 − EC(Ci−1, PS(S)[i])

If EC(Ci−1, PS(S)[i]) 6⊆ EC(Ci−1, PS(R(S))[i]), or IC(Ci−1, PS(S)[i]) 6⊆
IC(Ci−1, PS(R(S))[i]) then return ∅
Else continue with the loop

Return Ci

The algorithm takes a sentence S and an initial context C, and for each pars-
ing step PS(S)[i], it attempts to find the worlds where the sentence is already
False, and exclude them. It then checks whether all the worlds that are ex-
cluded/included by the [+presup] version of S at parsing step PS(S)[i] are also
excluded/included by the [-presup] version of S at parsing step PS(R(S))[i]. If
yes, then the algorithm moves to parsing step [i + 1], taking as the new global
context the previous global context, minus all the worlds that were excluded at
the previous step. If no, the update fails (it returns the empty set). Thus, presup-
position projection is modelled as update failure; updating here is a pragmatic
process, so this failure is to be understood as infelicity, rather than falsehood.

3.3 Results

We now turn to the derivation of some results regarding the projection behavior
of the connectives.

Observation 1: Given a context C 6|= p′ and assuming that C contains
worlds w such that p′(w) = 0 but p(w) = 1, then the presupposition of
(not p′p) projects.

The first parsing step where we can start reasoning about Includable and Exclud-
able contexts is (not p′p. The only possible good final here is the left parenthesis.
Since a presuppsotion is interpreted as conjoined to the assertion, the EC for
the [+presup] version is {w| p′(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1}. The EC for the [-presup]
version is {w| p(w) = 1}. Therefore, the EC of the [+presup] version is a subset
of the EC of the [-presup] version, so no issue arises here. Nevertheless, things
are different when we consider the IC: for the [+presup] version at this parsing
step, the IC is {w| p′(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0}. The IC for the [-presup] version
is {w| p(w) = 0}. We have {w| p(w) = 0} ⊆ {w| p′(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0},
but we need {w| p′(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0} ⊆ {w| p(w) = 0}. For this to hold,
we need either {w| p′(w) = 0} = ∅ or {w| p′(w) = 0} ⊆ {w| p(w) = 0}.
We have assumed that there are C-worlds where p′ is False, but p is True.
Thus, it cannot hold that all worlds where p′ is False are worlds where p is
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False. Therefore, {w| p′(w) = 0} must be (contextually) equal to the empty
set. But we assumed that C 6|= p′, so there are C-worlds where p′ is False, and
{w| p′(w) = 0} is nonempty. Therefore, we cannot satisfy the requirement that
{w| p′(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0} ⊆ {w| p(w) = 0}, and the presupposition p′ projects.

Observation 2: Given a context C 6|= p′ and assuming that C contains
worlds w such that p′(w) = 0 but p(w) = 1, then the presupposition of
(p′p and q) projects.

The first parsing step where we can start reasoning about IC and EC is (p′p and.
At this point we can calculate an EC: for the [+presup] version it is {w| p′(w) =
0 or p(w) = 0}. For the [-presup] version, it is {w| p(w) = 0}. We have {w| p(w) =
0} ⊆ {w| p′(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0}, but we need {w| p′(w) = 0 or p(w) =
0} ⊆ {w| p(w) = 0}. This is the same case as the one we dealt with above in
Observation 1 (although this time it appears under the guise of an EC, instead
of an IC).

Note that since we cannot calculate an IC at this parsing step, both the [+pre-
sup] and the [-presup] IC are empty and hence equal.

Observation 3: Given a context C 6|= p′ and assuming that C contains
worlds w such that p′(w) = 0 but p(w) = 1, then the presupposition of
(q and p′p), where q |= p′, is filtered.

Again, the first step where we can start reasoning about IC and EC is (q and.
Since q carries no primed bits, the EC and the IC for the [+presup] version
and the [-presup] will be equal, since the [+presup] version is the same as the
[-presup] version.

Note that we can calculate an EC at this point: {w| q(w) = 0}. Per our update
algorithm, we remove all these worlds from C, and we go on with the update
taking C ′ = C − {w| q(w) = 0} as the new context.

We then move on to (q and p′p. The only possible good final here is ). The IC
for the [+presup] version is {w|q(w) = 1 and p′(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1}. The IC
for the [-presup] is {w|q(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1}. Since {w|q(w) = 1 and p′(w) =
1 and p(w) = 1} ⊆ {w|q(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1}, no issue arises.

The EC at the same parsing step for [+presup] is {w| q(w) = 0 or p′(w) =
0 or p(w) = 0}. For the [-presup] version, it is {w| q(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0}. But
note that at this stage in the update, all the worlds where q is False have been
remove, so the context only contains worlds wehre q is True; and since q |= p′,
all these worlds are worlds where p′ is True. Since there are no worlds where p′

is False, {w| p′(w) = 0} = ∅, and the [+presup] EC is a subset of the [-presup]
EC; hence no issue arises and the presuppositon does not cause the update to
fail (no projection).

Observation 4: Given a context C 6|= p′ and assuming that C contains
worlds w such that p′(w) = 0 but p(w) = 1, then the presupposition of
(p′p or q), where ¬q |= p′, is filtered.
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At parsing step (p′p or we can start reasoning about EC and IC. We cannot
yet compute a a set of worlds where the entire sentence is False for all possible
continuations. But we can compute an IC. For the [+presup] version, IC =
{w| p′(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1}. The correspodning set for the [-presup] version is
{w| p(w) = 1}. Since {w| p′(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1} ⊆ {w| p(w) = 1}, no issue
arises.

We move to (p′p or q. The only good final here is ). The IC for the [+presup]
version is {w| (p′(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1) or q(w) = 1} = {w| (p′(w) = 1 or q(w) =
1) and (p(w) = 1 or q(w) = 1)}. For the [-presup] version, it is {w| p(w) =
1 or q(w) = 1}. Since {w| (p′(w) = 1 or q(w) = 1) and (p(w) = 1 or q(w) =
1)} ⊆ {w| p(w) = 1 or q(w) = 1}, no issue arises.

Things are more interesting when we consider the EC. For the [+presup] version
it is {w| (p′(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0) and q(w) = 0} = {w|(p′(w) = 0 and q(w) =
0) or (p(w) = 0 and q(w) = 0)}. For the [-presup] version, it is {w| p(w) =
0 and q(w) = 0}. Since we assumed that ¬q |= p′, we cannot have worlds where
q is False and p′ is False; hence, {w|p′(w) = 0 and q(w) = 0} = ∅. Thus [+presup]
EC = {w| p(w) = 0 and q(w) = 0)} = [-presup] EC. Hence, no issue arises at
this point either (no projection!).

A similar argument establishes this result for the (q or p′p) case, where again
¬q |= p′.

Observation 5: Given a context C 6|= p′ and assuming that C contains
worlds w such that p′(w) = 0 but p(w) = 1, then the presupposition of
(if p′p. q) projects.

At parsing step (if p′p we can calculate an IC, for [+presup], namely {w|p′(w) =
0 or p(w) = 0}, since in all worlds where the antecedent fails, the entire condi-
tional is automatically True. The corresponding set for [-presup] is {w| p(w) =
0}. {w| p(w) = 0} ⊆ {w|p′(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0}, but we need {w|p′(w) =
0 or p(w) = 0} ⊆ {w| p(w) = 0}. Again, the reasoning here is the same as in
Observation 1.

Observation 6: Given a context C 6|= p′ and assuming that C contains
worlds w such that p′(w) = 0 but p(w) = 1, then the presupposition of
(if (not p′p). q), where ¬q |= p′, is filtered.

At parsing step (if (not p′p, we can calculate an IC: for the [+presup] version,
this will be {w| p′(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1}; for the [-presup] version, this is
{w|p(w) = 1}. Since subsethood is in the correct direction, no issue arises.

At parsing step (if (not p′p.q, we can calculate both an IC and an EC. The
[+presup] IC is {w| (p′(w) = 1 and p(w) = 1) or q(w) = 1} = {w| (p′(w) =
1 or q(w) = 1) and (p(w) = 1 or q(w) = 1)}. The corresponding [-presup] set is
{w| p(w) = 1 or q(w) = 1}. The direction of subsethood in this case then is the
correct one.

Consider now the EC. For [+presup], it is {w| (p′(w) = 0 or p(w) = 0) and q(w) =
0} = {w| (p′(w) = 0 and q(w) = 0) or (p(w) = 0 and q(w) = 0}. For
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the [-presup] version, it is {w| p(w) = 0 and q(w) = 0}. Since, ¬q |= p′,
{w|p′(w) = 0 and q(w) = 0} = ∅. Therefore, the two sets are contextually
equivalent (just like the disjunction case), and no projection arises.

Note that such cases of non-projection where the negation of q entails the presup-
position p′ exists (essenitally ‘bathroom conditionals’; see also schlenker2009):

(7) If the bathroom is not hidden, then there is no bathroom. (no projection
of the presupposition in the antecedent that ‘there is a bathroom’)

Thus our system derives correct results for the projection behavior of presuppo-
sitions embedded under the connectives: presuppositions generally project from
negation, the first conjunct, and the antecedent of conditionals, while at the
same time the mechanism allows enough flexibility to avoid projection in cases
of ‘bathroom disjunctions/conditionals’.

4 Conclusion

We have developed a bivalent system for presupposition projection that is
parsing-oriented, and captures the basic projection behavior of the connectives
in a way that makes conjunction asymmetric, but disjunction symmetric.
The system can also capture cases of symmetric conditionals. However, it is
limited to the propositional case. A question to pursue is how to generalize these
intuitions to handle projection from the scope of quantifiers.
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